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mod/smart Kobra High
Density Sleeving 1/2 Inch UV Green

$0.79
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Short Description
Ready to get your system wires in order, and clean up the inside of your system with style and functionality?
Mod/smart Kobra HD Sleeving is finally available by the foot, for special projects or just to match the Kobra SS
cables already in your system.

Description
Ready to get your system wires in order, and clean up the inside of your system with style and functionality?
Mod/smart Kobra HD Sleeving is finally available by the foot, for special projects or just to match the Kobra SS
cables already in your system. Kobra HD Sleeve ranges from 1/8 inch all the way up to 1 inch. So when you
are ready to tackle your next wiring job look no further, we will have you covered in no time.
Mod/smart Kobra Sleeve has without a doubt the largest selection of HD sleeving available, and is made with
the finest, high quality materials.
No need to order from overseas and trolling forums to find that one guy that sells the tight sleeving that you
want! Its finally here and in all colors!!
Sleeving sold per foot!

Features
Tight, High Density Sleeving which protects and hides wires while increasing air flow.
Will not fray like the lesser brands, after being cut
Available in vibrant colors in different sizes for the perfect match and fit.
Provides a professional finished look to any birds nest of wires.
Found here in the USA.
No need to order from overseas and trolling forums to find that one guy that sells the tight sleeving
that you want! Its finally here and in all colors!!
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Additional Information
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Brand

Mod/Smart

SKU

MS-SLEEVE12-UG

Weight

0.0500

Color

Green

Sleeve Size

1/2"
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